
NO NEEDLES NO SURGERY NO DRUGS | NO DOWN TIME

RCT THERAPY
Regenerative 
Musculoskeletal 

Healing

rREGENERATIVE CELLULAR TECHNOLOGY

ReGen RCT is the most powerful medical grade 
focused EnergyWave that activates the bodies 

own healing properties for a faster more 
complete healing 



The RCT concentrated energy wave is generated by the pulse electromagnetic effect through the metal film in 
water. After this pressurized energy wave enters the human tissue, causing an electroporation response at the 
cellular level, its physical characteristics such as stress effect, cavitation effect, piezoelectric effect, can 
cause the microbubble function of human tissue to occur. Micro and low-energy waves can cause 
improvements in biological mechanisms such as the microcirculation system of human tissues and the pain 
nervous system, dredge the veins, induce cell and nerve regeneration, promote blood vessel expansion and 
regeneration, increases ATP activity, repair damaged tissue cells, calm pain and block nerve endings, loosen 
soft tissue adhesions to improve human biological function. The ReGen RCT EnergyWave device 
promotes longevity and greater overall health and wellness efficiently and effectively. The RCT is a 
medical grade mobile device and the most powerful, versatile AI driven energy wave available.  

How ReGen RCT EnergyWave Therapy Works

What ReGen RCT EnergyWave Therapy does

Parts of the Body that can be Treated

Knee

Back Wrist Feet

Elbow Shoulder

Better Blood Flow 
More Oxygen
ED Treatment

Collagen Stimulation
Cellulite Reduction

Breaks down 
Calcium Deposits

Reduces 
Cellular 

Inflammation

Activates Stem 
Cell Growth  



ReGen RCT EnergyWave Treatments
Most Powerful EnergyWave.

Deepest Therapeutic Penetration
Greatest Cellular Level Regeneration

Fastest Healing

Benefits of the ReGen RCT 
EnergyWave Technology

"The Gold Standard for Patient Treatment" 
Reduces Pain & Inflammation

ReGen RCT penetrates deep 
into the tissue and modulates 
the inflammatory response of 
the cells within the injured area 
and reduces pain by 70%-90% 
after the first treatment. 

Promotes Long-Term Healing
ReGen RCT technology 
stimulates, activates and 
recruits resident stem cells to 
effectively heal the damaged 
area and produce lasting 
results.

Induces Antibacterial Effect

ReGen RCT induces an 
antibacterial effect to help 
prevent and successfully treat 
infection and long Covid19 
symptoms.

Treats The Root Cause of Pain
ReGen RCT technology is both 
diagnostic and therapeutic in 
nature. When administered 
over damaged tissue, the 
treatment will elicit a response 
from the patient, indicating that 
you're treating the right area.

Restores Mobility
ReGen RCT causes a rapid 
reduction of inflammation, thus 
the patient benefits from an 
increased function and range of 
motion many times after the first 
treatment.

30 Minute Treatments
ReGen RCT is a simple in-office 
treatment that takes only 30 
minutes and can performed by a 
trained staff member. Patients 
heal faster and clinicians benefit 
from increased revenue without 
clocking additional office hours.

Drug & Surgery Free
ReGen RCT technology is a 
non-invasive treatment that 
doesn't require the use of drugs 
or injections

lmproves Blood Flow & Circulation

ReGen RCT technology 
improves blood supply and 
oxygenation. Studies show a 
250% increase in small, 
medium and large blood 
vessels following treatment.
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State of the Art Touchscreen Graphics ReGen RCT EnergyWave Technology 
Efficacious Musculoskeletal Healing 

Sales & Service

ReGen Medical
2300 West Sahara Ave.

Suite 800
Las Vegas NV 89102

702.856.4459
https://regenmedical.com

michaelgordon@regenmedical.com

MEDICAL GRADE. POWERFUL. 
FOCUSED. MOBILE. NON INVASIVE. 

COST EFFECTIVE. PATIENT FRIENDLY. 
EASY TO USE. VERSATILE. 

BEST IN CLASS.




